


X-RAY SOURCE SIMULATION 

XOP has several independent tools to simulate different x-ray sources. The majority of them are for 
characteristics of synchrotron radiation—spectral emission, angular and spatial distributions, etc., of bending magnet 
sources, and wigglers and undulators—that will be discussed in some detail below. 

 
Other programs simulate the emission spectra of x-ray tubes. Two programs are interfaced into XOP to evaluate 

the spectral emission of x-ray tubes over a particular energy interval [8, 9]: i) XTUBE_W for tungsten anodes from 
30 to 140 keV, and ii) XTUBES for Mo, Rh and W anodes from 18 to 42 keV. Both use the “gold standard” 
experimental spectra as the starting point in the interpolation algorithm. Another application is for computation of 
spectral distributions of the well-known Planck distribution (thermal radiation from a black body). 

Synchrotron sources 

The bending magnet radiation code BM has been upgraded in XOP 2.1 to compute the spectral flux and power 
for a given angular emission angle, or integrated over an angle interval, or integrated over the full vertical angle. An 
example of the graphics output of BM is shown in Fig. 1 (left). It uses the formalisms described in refs. 10 and 11. 

 
Two models are available for calculating the spectral flux emitted by a wiggler. The first, XWIGGLER, 

calculates the full emission of a wiggler by computing the electron trajectory (usually sinusoidal, but also non-
sinusoidal trajectories for the so-called asymmetric wigglers), and then, for each point along the trajectory, it 
computes the local radius of curvature to calculate the emitted dipole radiation (as for a bending magnet source). 
The total integrated flux is calculated as the integral of the local emissions over the whole length of the electron 
trajectory. This model was adapted from the wiggler code in reference 5. The second program, WS, calculates the 
emission at each grid point of a receiving aperture using the Eq. 3.12 described by Kim [12]. The flux is calculated 
by evaluating the modified Bessel functions using series expansions (Eqs. 9.6.2, 9.6.10, and 9.7.2 in reference 13). 
(Both programs produce the same results when a large enough aperture is chosen in WS.) None of these programs 
include the effect of the finite size and divergence (emittance) of the electron beam, and none can generate power 
distribution maps. For these kinds of calculations, it is sometimes possible to enter the wiggler parameters into the 
provided undulator programs. 

 
By far, the most common synchrotron source calculations for third-generation facilities are for plane and helical 

undulators. Two programs, XUS and URGENT [14] are used to compute spectral properties, angular and spatial 
emission maps, and on-axis brilliances. The functionality of the programs overlaps, but both are maintained in XOP 
because different users have different preferences. An example of the graphics output of XUS is shown in Fig. 1 
(right). Some specific calculations can be done by using other codes. For example, XTC computes on-axis brilliance 
tuning curves (i.e., it traces the peak of the brilliance versus the undulator magnetic field strength). 

 

 
Fig. 1. Left: Flux versus energy and angle for a bending magnet (E=6.0 GeV, B=0.8 T) produced by the BM application. Fig. 1. 
Right: The angular distribution (zero emittance) of the first harmonic radiation versus angle for undulator radiation (E=1.3 GeV, 
N=14, K=1.87, λu=3.5 cm) produced by the code XUS. 



X-RAY OPTICS AND PHOTON-ATOM INTERACTIONS 

The application programs in this group calculate interactions of x-ray beams with optical elements or 
components. Typical cases are mirrors, multilayers and crystals. All applications require the calculation of the index 
of refraction and the attenuation coefficient of the materials in use. These calculations cannot be done quickly from 
first principles; therefore we have compiled a database (DABAX, DAtaBAse for X-ray applications) with 
tabulations of these parameters. One of the advantages of DABAX is the decoupling of the data from the 
calculations. It is easy to change the data files in the database without the need to change the programs. Furthermore, 
in most programs, a menu is included that allows the user to choose the preferred data file.  

 
The DABAX application is a front-end graphical user interface to the DABAX data files. It allows one to i) 

inspect data files, ii) download new data files to your local XOP installation, iii) consult file documentation, iv) view 
numerical data and, v) plot the data files. From this interface, it is also possible to start applications that make post-
processing of the DABAX data to calculate different parameters for beamline experiments: i) XF1F2 for anomalous 
scattering factors, index of refraction, and material reflectivity, ii) xCrossSec for photon-atom cross sections and 
attenuation coefficients, iii) xFh for crystal structure factors, and iv) XF0 for elastic scattering functions. 

 
Attenuation coefficients can be calculated from the tabulated cross sections using the xCrossSec program. 

(XF1F2 calculates the photoelectric attenuation coefficient, but it is not recommended for attenuation calculations at 
high photon energies or for high-atomic number elements because it ignores inelastic scattering.) The reflectivity of 
thick reflecting surfaces (mirrors) versus photon energy, incidence angle, or both, is computed by XF1F2 using the 
Fresnel formulas, which use the index of refraction obtained from the DABAX database. (The reflectivity is energy 
dependent because the index of refraction depends on the photon energy.) The application XPOWER imports a 
previously calculated x-ray spectrum and calculates the effect of optical elements (up to five attenuators and mirrors 
placed in the beam) on the spectrum. 

 
Crystals are used as x-ray monochromators. Almost all x-ray monochromators in synchrotron beamlines use 

perfect crystals like silicon or germanium. For describing the crystal diffraction by perfect crystals, the dynamical 
theory of diffraction should be used. Several calculation algorithms are implemented in XOP crystal applications to 
treat different kind of crystals. For flat, perfect crystal diffraction profiles, e.g., Si, Ge or diamond, the code 
XCRYSTAL can be used. It calculates angular scans for a given photon energy or energy scans for a given incident 
beam angle. Any crystal structure defined in DABAX may be used as input. It includes a simple model for the 
temperature factor. (The reflectivity of mosaic crystals can also be computed using XCRYSTAL.)  

 
The diffraction profiles of curved crystals are in general different from the profiles of flat crystals. Several 

models are available in the program XCRYSTAL_BENT for curved crystals [15]. A program for displaying 
multiple reflections and calculating umweganregung patterns (MAMON) is also included. It is valid for cubic 
lattices only, and it uses a simplified model (no dynamical theory) for the line intensities.  

 
A basic program for multilayer calculations (MLAYER) is included. It calculates the multilayer reflectivity (for a 

periodic or graded multilayer) versus photon energy (for a fixed incidence angle) or versus incidence angle (for a 
fixed energy). It is limited to atomic elements (no compounds), and it does not take into account the effect of the 
roughness at the interfaces on the reflectivity. Users interested in more advanced multilayer modeling and fitting to 
experimental data can use the code IMD, which is available as an XOP extension. A program called CRL for 
calculating the focusing effect of compound refractive lenses using a simplified ray-tracing model is also available. 

GENERAL PURPOSE TOOLS AND USER DOCUMENTATION 

A number of tools are available in XOP to create graphics from the numerical results. In some cases they are 
built into the applications, but our goal has been to create general tools that are shared by several utilities and that 
can be used generically in the area of visualization, number crunching and data analysis. With this aim in mind, the 
XPLOT tool was created—an XY-data analysis and visualization generic tool with several options to make 
overplotting, fitting, high-quality customized graphics, etc.  



The on-line documentation has been improved and is provided in PDF format. (It was chosen because of its 
portability and the reduced number of compressed files.) A generic documentation set was created that will help 
users select the most appropriate application for a particular task from the pool of applications that XOP offers. A 
user guide of XPLOT is also available.  
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